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a large literary legacy. Apart from a substantial
study of the doctrine of inspiration, 5 there are, in
the words of A. T. Robertson (1863-1934), only a
few “fugitive articles in newspapers and magazines,
occasional addresses and pamphlets.”6
Yet, in the last fifty-five years or so, two
excellent biographical studies of Manly have
appeared—both of them doctoral theses—as well
as an important doctoral study of his hymnological significance.7 Moreover, despite the fact
that Manly left relatively little by way of a written corpus, there are two public texts associated
with Southern Seminary that come directly from
his hand—the seminary’s statement of faith and
the seminary hymn—and both have exercised a
profound influence upon Southern Baptist life.
If the right questions be asked, they reveal a tremendous amount about Manly’s theological and
spiritual convictions.
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“All My Life a Stopper of Gaps”:
A Sketch of Manly’s Life 8
Basil Manly Jr. was the eldest son of one of
the most prominent ante-bellum Southern
Baptist ministers, Basil Manly Sr. (1798-1868),
who moved to South Carolina, shortly after his
son’s birth, to pastor the First Baptist Church of
Charleston.9 Founded in 1696 when the Calvinistic Baptist work in Kittery, Maine, led by its pastor William Screven (1629-1713), had migrated
wholesale to South Carolina, Charleston’s First
Baptist Church was the oldest Baptist work in the
South and one of the most influential.10 The elder
Manly was pastor of this congregation from 1826
through 1837, and, thus, the younger Manly’s earliest years were spent in Charleston. It was here
that he first met James Petigru Boyce, who became
a boyhood friend and whose mother had come to
faith in Christ under the elder Manly’s ministry
in 1830.
Manly Jr. moved to Tuscaloosa, Alabama, in
1837 with his family when his father accepted the
presidency of the University of Alabama in August
of that year. Three years later, the younger Manly
entered the freshman class of this university,
where he was converted, in large part through the
reading of the Personal Narrative of the New England divine Jonathan Edwards (1703-1758).11 He
was baptized on October 18, 1840, by his father in
the Black Warrior River, which flows past Tuscaloosa. Graduating from the university in December, 1843, Manly spent a year of graduate study
at Newton Theological Institution, near Boston,
Massachusetts, from 1844 to 1845. Though a
Baptist school, the theological and spiritual climate was far too tepid for Manly’s liking.12 When
the Southern Baptist Convention was formed in
1845, in the formation of which his father played a
key role,13 Manly transferred to Princeton, where
he studied under what has been well described
as “perhaps the finest theological faculty in the
United States.”14
After graduation from Princeton in 1847 with
a diploma in theological studies, Manly spent

roughly fifteen months, from January 1848 to
March 1849, pastoring three rural churches,
two in Alabama and one close by in Mississippi.
There is the distinct possibility that he pastored
the three works simultaneously, since, like most
rural or village churches of the time, they probably had preaching services but once or twice
a month.15 Nevertheless, Manly experienced a
breakdown in his health and he ended up leaving
all three churches in early 1849. The rest of that
year was taken up to some degree with the compilation, with his father’s help, of a hymnal, The
Baptist Psalmody (1850).16 In 1850 he accepted
a call to the prestigious First Baptist Church of
Richmond, Virginia, where he labored till 1854,
when he resigned to take up the presidency of the
Richmond Female Institute.17
It was during these years in Richmond that
Manly became a keen supporter of the establishment of Sunday Schools, a concern that eventually
led to Manly’s being elected President of the first
Southern Baptist Sunday School Board in May
of 1863,18 and his frequent writing of SundaySchool material for children over the next three
decades.19 In June, 1852, he preached a sermon
before a gathering of Virginia Baptists, the title
of which became part of a well-known motto, “A
Sunday School in Every Baptist Church.”20 Central to Manly’s argumentation was that Sunday
Schools were designed to impart knowledge of
the Scriptures and theology to both children and
adults. “Religious knowledge is essential to true
piety,” he emphasized, and though the former
cannot produce the latter, “there is no true religion
without knowledge.”21
It was in 1859 that Manly entered upon what
“he considered his life’s great work,” namely his
professorship at Southern.22 Manly’s commitment
to theological education can be gauged by words
he had written three years earlier when he stated
that the “cause of theological education is one
dearer to me than almost any other and I esteem
no sacrifice too great for its promotion.”23 One of
the four founding faculty, Manly was assigned the
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task of teaching the Old Testament and Hebrew.24
His work in this regard was halted by the Civil
War when the seminary had to close from 1862
and 1865. Then, six years after the resumption
of seminary life, Manly decided to accept the
offer of the Presidency of Georgetown College in
Kentucky. Key reasons inducing Manly to move
to Kentucky were the opportunity he would have
personally to supervise the education of his children, his deep distaste for the post-war politics
of South Carolina, a better salary, and a dislike
for correcting written sermons in his class on
Homiletics, something he had come to regard as
sheer “drudgery.”25 It is noteworthy that during
his tenure at Georgetown from 1871 to 1879, 26
Manly experienced deep regrets about leaving the
seminary. As he wrote to Broadus in 1875: “I loved
that work, and the men that were associated with
me in it, as I never expect to love any other. And
probably I ought to have clung to it to the end,
through thick and thin.”27
During the time Manly was in Georgetown,
the seminary also relocated to Kentucky, namely,
to Louisv ille in 1877. And it was also during this
period of time that Crawford H. Toy (1836-1919),
who joined the faculty in 1869 and who took over
Manly’s teaching in the Old Testament, was compelled to leave the seminary after controversy
erupted over his adoption of a critical methodology that denied the truthfulness of some of
the historical, geographical, and geological
assertions of the Old Testament. 28 Within days
of Toy’s departure in the spring of 1879, Manly
was re-elected to the faculty as Professor of Old
Testament. 29 That fall as Manly began teaching
once again at the seminary he delivered a public
lecture, “Why and How to Study the Bible,” in
which he made clear his position vis-à-vis the Toy
Controversy. Toy was not mentioned by Manly
in the lecture, but the latter was clearly refuting
his views when he asserted that the Bible was
“God’s words” and “God’s truth,” “heaven-sent”
“sacred oracles” that were distinguished above all
by plenary inspiration. 30 As such, Manly forth-
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rightly declared that he was not at all afraid of
“being charged with bibliolatry in giving the Bible
the central, dominant place in our system and in
our affections.”31
The subject of the inspiration of the Scriptures
continued to occupy Manly’s mind and theological research throughout the 1880s, eventuating
in The Bible Doctrine of Inspiration Explained
and Vindicated (1888), a comprehensive scholarly argument for the position that “the Bible as a
whole is the Word of God, so that in every part of
Scripture there is both infallible truth and divine
authority.”32 That December his old friend and
seminary colleague, James P. Boyce, died on a
trip to Europe and was succeeded as seminary
president by Broadus. The latter knew the seminary’s great need of Manly’s scholarship, piety,
and versatility—Manly once referred to himself
as a “stopper of gaps,” though Broadus preferred
to regard him as “the most versatile man” he had
ever known. 33 Broadus thus wrote to him a month
after Boyce’s death to tell him that he valued his
“advice in Seminary matters beyond that of all
other men.” He and Manly must therefore “husband [their] strength, and stand together, like two
old oxen.”34 Manly continued to serve faithfully
at the seminary as his strength allowed till his
death on January 31, 1892. 35 Many of Manly’s
Baptist contemporaries found it striking that
this was the very same day that the English
Baptist preacher, C. H. Spurgeon (1834-1892),
died in France.
One of the “brightest intellectual stars” of his
generation, 36 Manly must be remembered as a
central figure in the establishment, shaping, and
preservation of what would become his denomination’s flagship seminary. Along with Boyce and
Broadus, he consciously sought to make Southern
a place where a profound interface of intellect
and piety could occur. 37 And as the two texts that
remain central to the legacy of that founding generation bear witness, he—and his colleagues—
succeeded admirably.

Writing a “Creed”: Manly and
the Abstr act of Principles 38
The Abstract of Principles, the seminary’s
statement of faith, was drawn up by Manly in
the months of March and April, 1858, 39 and was
based on the classical Calvinistic Baptist confession of the seventeenth century—the Second
London Confession of Faith (1677/1689).40 When
Manly originally began work on what became the
Abstract of Principles, he told his younger brother
Charles Manly (1837-1924) that he hoped to use
both this seventeenth-century confession and the
first Calvinistic Baptist statement, the First London Confession of Faith (1644; 2nd ed., 1646), as its
basis.41 As it turned out, though, Manly produced
an abridgement of only the 1689 Confession, which
had been very familiar to him from his youth.42
As noted above, the younger Manly had spent
his earliest years immersed in what some later
historians have referred to as the “Charleston
Tradition.”43 Between the founding of the First
Baptist Church of Charleston and the middle of
the eighteenth century, this congregation helped
in the organization of four more churches that
came to constitute the Charleston Association
in 1751. Sixteen years later this association took
virtually all of the Philadelphia Confession of Faith
(1742)—essentially a reproduction of the Second
London Confession with the addition of an article
on the laying on of hands and also one on the singing of psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs—for
its statement of doctrinal convictions. The sole
area of difference was the Charleston confession’s
omission of the article on the laying on of hands.
The 1767 Charleston confession was reprinted in
1813, 1831, and 1850, clear indication that it was a
vital document for the churches of this association
and that the younger Manly would have definitely
been acquainted with it.44
There is little doubt that the Abstract of Principles contains a robust expression of the Calvinistic soteriology of the Charleston tradition
in which Manly had been raised and which he
had come to embrace wholeheartedly.45 In only

one key area of the perspective of the Charleston tradition on salvation did Manly leave room
for significant difference of opinion, namely, the
doctrine of particular redemption. Instead of the
forthright statement of the Second London Confession that to “all those for whom Christ hath
obtained eternal redemption, he doth certainly,
and effectually apply and communicate the same,”
the Abstract of Principles simply states that Jesus
Christ “suffered and died upon the cross for the
salvation of sinners.”46 Particular redemption had
been a flashpoint of controversy not only between
Calvinists and Arminians in the nineteenth century, but also within the ranks of Calvinistic Baptists.47 Manly clearly intended that those who held
to various perspectives on particular redemption
and those who affirmed a general redemption
could sign their agreement to this statement.48 But
what exactly was Manly’s view on this contentious
issue? We cannot say for sure.
Yet, a close reading of the clause in the Abstract
of Principles that immediately follows the one
cited above may provide a hint regarding Manly’s
convictions about the extent of the atonement
but as noted, we cannot be definitive. There it is
affirmed that Christ “ever liveth to make intercession for His people.”49 The biblical support for the
specificity of the Ascended Lord’s prayers, namely,
“for His people,” can be found in passages like
John 17:9. To the majority of Manly’s Calvinistic
Baptist forebears and contemporaries such specificity in prayer implied a particularity with regard
to the death of Christ. John Gill (1697-1771), the
English Baptist theologian whose views were considered oracular by many even down to Manly’s
day, 50 put it succinctly when he stated in his commentary on John 17:9: “for whom [Christ] is the
propitiation, he is an advocate; and for whom he
died, he makes intercession.”51 Gill regarded the
idea of Christ not praying for all of those for whom
he died as “absurd and incredible.”52 Similarly,
Manly’s colleague Boyce argued that Christ’s
priestly work in heaven involves intercession “with
God for pardon or justification or other blessings
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for all for whom he died, in all the respects in
which his death is available for each.”53
Four paragraphs in the Abstract of Principles
contain a concise affirmation of Baptist polity
and leave the reader in no doubt about Manly’s
ecclesiological commitments. 54 Following a classical delineation of congregational church government, 55 baptism is declared to be “obligatory upon
every believer, wherein he is immersed in water
in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of
the Holy Spirit.” As such, baptism speaks of the
believer’s “fellowship with the death and resurrection of Christ” and represents his experience
of the “remission of sins, and of his giving himself
up to God, to live and walk in newness of life.”
It is a requirement for both church membership
and for “participation in the Lord’s Supper.”56 The
purpose of the latter is to remember the death of
Christ, “to confirm the faith and other graces of
Christians, and to be a bond, pledge and renewal
of their communion with [Christ], and of their
church fellowship.”57
These statements regarding the ordinances
of baptism and the Lord’s Supper are among the
richest expressions of piety within the Abstract
of Principles. 58 Just as expressive in this regard,
though, is the other public text left by Manly—
Southern Seminary’s hymn.
“Let All the People Pr aise
God”: Manly as Hymnwriter
and Hymnologist59
Manly had grown up in a home where music
was a central feature of his family’s life. His father
had given him and his siblings musical instruction, and both he and his father played the violin.60
His father was also deeply versed in hymnody,
an interest that bore fruit when he and his son
compiled the first hymnbook of the Southern
Baptists, The Baptist Psalmody, which appeared
in 1850.61 This hymnal well displays the younger
Manly’s profound love for the classical hymns
of the Christian Faith. Three hundred and nineteen texts in The Baptist Psalmody are by Isaac
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Watts (1674-1748), the so-called father of English
hymnody. 62 Other hymnwriters liberally represented include Philip Doddridge (1702-1751),
Charles Wesley (1707-1788), and John Newton
(1725-1807), three of the great hymnwriters of
the eighteenth century,63 and the two outstanding
Baptist hymnwriters from that same era, Anne
Steele (1717-1778) and Benjamin Beddome (17171795). 64 This hymnal also contains nine hymns
written by Manly, none of which, in the judgment
of Paul Richardson, is “a great hymn,” though
“all are polished and meet or surpass the standard of much hymnody of the time.”65 One of
these hymns, “Holy, holy, holy Lord” was included
by C. H. Spurgeon in the London Metropolitan
Tabernacle’s Our Own Hymn-Book.66 According
to Manly’s own estimate, The Baptist Psalmody
was very successful and sold between fifty and
sixty thousand copies over the next twenty-five
years or so.67
In 1859, when Manly was in the process of
moving to Greenville, South Carolina, to take
up his position at the brand-new seminary, a
“tune and hymn book” he had co-authored with
a well-known Virginian musician by the name of
Asa Brooks Everett (1828-1875) was published.
Although Baptist Chorals enjoyed limited success, Nathan Platt regards it as a significant work
since it “preserved the hymn texts of the preeminent European evangelicals, Baptist pioneers, and
early American church musicians while promoting the works of contemporaneous writers and
composers.”68 This “tune and hymn book” also
gave Manly the opportunity to enunciate his philosophy of music in the “Introduction.” Music was
“one of the richest natural gifts of God” designed
to drive home truth but it had been “perverted”
from God’s original intent that it subserve and
promote congregational worship. Music thus
needed to be liberated and employed “in inviting
men to holiness.” Manly was convinced that far
too many Christians in his day regarded congregational singing as a non-essential aspect of
worship that could just as easily be committed

into the hands of a trained choir. For others, there
was no concern for striving for excellence in such
singing. That it was done, “however faulty and disagreeable,” was all that mattered. But Manly was
keenly conscious of the role that congregational
song could and should play in the maturation of
the church. Sacred music and good congregational singing are nothing less than “a powerful
auxiliary to preaching.” In fact, Manly believed
that music not only was vital to the promotion
of truth, but a study of “devotional compositions
of Christians” throughout church history would
provide “a much more accurate sketch” of what
doctrines were important to them than a study
of their “regular creeds or confessions of faith.”69
Manly may be exaggerating somewhat to make a
point, but he is certainly accurate in pinpointing
singing as a key means for the inculcation of the
Christian faith.
The Baptist Chorals came at the beginning of
Manly’s teaching at Southern. Near the close of
Manly’s ministry at the seminary, in 1891, was a
third hymnbook, what Manly simply called Manly’s Choice.70 The reason for this small hymnal of
254 hymns was that Manly was deeply concerned
that “the rage for novelties in singing, especially
in our Sunday-schools, has been driving out of use
the old, precious, standard hymns.” Manly was
referring to the use of gospel songs—he did not
name any authors or composers in particular, but
he would have had in mind such figures as Fanny
Crosby (1820-1915) and Ira D. Sankey (18401908). He believed these songs were usurping the
place of historic evangelical hymnody, much of
which was increasingly unfamiliar to “the young
people of today.” Manly was not unequivocally
opposed to the use of such songs, but he wanted
to ensure that the rich hymnody of the past would
continue to inform the worship of Baptist congregations.71 In order to rectify the situation, Manly
had compiled a pocket-size edition of classical
hymns, which, he told the users of this hymnal,
contains “no trash, and no unreal sentiment or
unsound doctrine.”

In compiling this hymnal, Manly noted that he
had two specific goals. First, there was a concern
he had had for much of his life: he wanted to stir
up “universal congregational singing,” or, as he
said, alluding to Psalm 67:3 and 5, “Let all the
people praise God.” And second, he hoped that
the hymnal would elevate “the general culture
of musical and poetic taste among the Baptist
people.” As he went on to explain, the Baptists
were a people “to whom the best labors” of his life
had been given, a solid witness of the deep love he
bore them.72
It is noteworthy that he included none of his
own hymns in Manly’s Choice. One of them,
though, has certainly proven to be a classic,
namely, “Soldiers of Christ, in truth arrayed.”
Manly wrote “Soldiers of Christ, in truth arrayed”
for Southern’s first annual commencement in
1860, though it appeared in the commencement
program without attribution.73 Manly’s hymn has
been sung at every graduation since 1860, though
not with all of its original stanzas. As Manly
penned it, “Soldiers of Christ, in truth arrayed”
had six stanzas. From 1871 onwards, though, the
original stanzas two and three have been omitted.74
“Soldiers of Christ,
in Truth Arr ayed”
Soldiers of Christ, in truth arrayed,
A world in ruins needs your aid;
A world by sin destroyed and dead;
A world for which the Saviour bled.75

The first stanza begins with martial imagery
that was not uncommon to the classical hymnody of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
The most famous of such hymns in Manly’s day
was Charles Wesley’s “Soldiers of Christ, arise”
(1749).76 But Manly was not simply reflecting the
classical hymns he deeply loved and appreciated.
He was also drawing from biblical passages such
as Eph 6:10-17 and 2 Tim 2:4, where the Apostle
Paul depicts the Christian as a soldier called to
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engage in spiritual warfare against wicked spiritual powers. For Manly, the Christian (graduate
from seminary) is to be a warrior going forth to do
battle with the hosts of wickedness and to bring
men, women, and children out from the thralldom of such hosts to serve the Lord Jesus. Four
years before Manly wrote this hymn, he had told
the graduating class of the University of North
Carolina,
I have no sad words of farewell, no sighs of
trembling anticipation to breathe into your ears.
Rather would I sound the cheering trumpet call,
rather hail you as fellow soldiers marching to
the battle, rather join my voice with the voices
that come from numberless posts of honor and
of duty, claiming the consecration of fervent
piety, the active energies of young hearts. I will
not say Farewell—and bid you go forth into the
world—but Welcome, as you press out into life.
Welcome to the field of conflict, welcome to the
certain triumph, welcome to the armies of truth
and holiness.77

Over thirty years later Manly made similar
remarks in a graduation address that he gave at
Newton Theological Institution in the year before
his death: the “trophies” of the faithful minister’s
“success are not in battles won by bloodshed,” but
“in souls won from sin, in lives lifted and purified,
in sorrows lightened and doubts dispelled, in victims rescued from ruin, in saints fitted for heaven,
in glory brought to Jesus.” 78
Empowering Christians in their warfare, as
Gregory A. Wills has noted, is the “truth,” or the
body of Christian doctrine.79 It is only as Christians are “arrayed” in or submissive to this truth
that they can be of help to anyone in the world. As
has been noted above, Manly believed that this
truth was found supremely in the Bible, which,
as he put it in the late 1880s, is “truly the Word
of God, having both infallible truth and divine
authority in all that it affirms or enjoins.”80
The next two lines of this first stanza paint a
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deeply pessimistic, though utterly realistic, view
of the world of humanity. It is “in ruins.” It is
“destroyed and dead.”81 And the culprit is “sin.”
Some of Manly’s other hymns also seek to express
graphically the devastation caused by sin. Ruined
by sin, human beings are “weak and wounded, sick
and sore.”82 Due to the ravages of sin, the human
heart is “vile,” the “mind depraved,” and the will
rebellious, so that in the sight of God the totality
of human life is “polluted.” Men and women are
thus in need of deliverance from both “the guilt
and power of sin.”83 In fact, so deeply embedded and pervasive is sin that Manly can confess,
“No terrors have my soul deterred/Nor goodness wooed me from my sin” and what he, and all
other human sinners “deserve” is God’s “deepest
wrath.”84 In the systematic expression of Manly’s
Abstract of Principles, human beings are born
with a “nature corrupt and wholly opposed to
God and His law, are under condemnation, and as
soon as they are capable of moral action, become
actual transgressors.”85
In contrast to such sinfulness, God is a “God of
spotless purity.” And the question naturally presents itself: “How shall sinners worship” God or
even draw near to him?86 The answer is sketched
in the fourth line of this stanza: despite its conscious, unmitigated rebellion against God, this
world is yet “a world for which the Savior bled.”
Though possibly committed to particular redemption, as has been noted above, Manly has no problem speaking of Christ dying for the world, for
this is the way Scripture sometimes speaks.87 In
one hymn in particular, “Come all who feel your
sins a load,” written in 1871, Manly spells out how
Christ’s death decisively resolves the sin issue.
Manly urges all who “feel your sins a load” to
come and view Christ:
A meek and lowly Saviour see,
His love is vast, his grace is free;
To him your guilt and burden take…

Wounded for love of us was he,
And bruised for our iniquity,
To heal our souls, behold him bleed!88

The key biblical passage from which Manly is
drawing his thought here is, of course, Isaiah 53,
long used as a key text for those upholding the
teaching that Christ, the sinless one, suffered in
the stead of sinners.
The Omitted Stanzas
Forth to the realms of darkness go,
Where, like a river’s ceaseless flow,
A tide of souls is drifting down,
Blasted beneath th’ Almighty’s frown.
No human skill nor power can stay
That flood upon its gloomy way;
But God’s own love devised the plan
To save the ruined creature, man.

As noted above, these stanzas have not been
generally sung since 1871. That was the year
Manly left Southern to become the President of
Georgetown College.89 It seems unlikely the stanzas were dropped without Manly’s agreement, for
when he rejoined the faculty in 1879, the omitted
stanzas were not reinserted which leads to the
conclusion that Manly ultimately approved of the
change. As a compiler of hymns who had made
the occasional change to the hymns in his hymnals he would have known that hymns, unlike
poems, can undergo minor changes if this enables
them to be better used by congregations. A clue
as to the reason why these stanzas may have been
omitted must wait, however, until stanzas 4 and 5
are examined.
The battlefields upon which the soldiers of
Christ have been called to fight (stanza 1) are
here depicted in the second and third stanzas as
“realms of darkness” filled with “souls” who are
heading for destruction. Using the imagery of a
river that is in spate and whose waters cannot be
held back by any human agency, Manly is able to
depict powerfully the utter hopelessness of the

human condition. Sinful men and women, unreconciled to a holy God and thus under his wrath,
are moment by moment being swept along by the
stream of history to the final judgment of God.90
But there is hope, for though human ingenuity and energy cannot save “the ruined creature,
man,” God certainly can.91 His love wrought a
plan of salvation, whereby, as was declared in
the first stanza, Christ bled and died for the sinful world. Henceforth, those who have come to
embrace that plan of salvation are constrained to
cry out, as Manly puts it in another hymn, “To thy
grace all hope we owe.”92
“Let light…break”
His gospel to the lost proclaim;
Good news for all in Jesus’ name;
Let light upon the darkness break,
That sinners from their death may wake.
Morning and evening sow the seed;
God’s grace the effort shall succeed;
Seed-times of tears have oft been found
With sheaves of joy and plenty crown’d.

Near the close of his 1856 address to the graduating class of the University of North Carolina, in
which Manly spent much of his time reflecting on
the vital importance and impact of the Scriptures,
he noted that wherever, at the time of the Reformation, the “Bible was brought out of the cloisters
and given to men … there was light.” But “where
it was absent, darkness reigned.”93 Here, in stanzas
4 and 5 of the seminary hymn, Manly can use the
same imagery with respect to the preaching of
the gospel: wherever the gospel, “good news …
in Jesus’ name,” is proclaimed, there is light in the
midst of “darkness.”
Note that, if the second and third stanzas, discussed above, are retained, then the possessive
pronoun in the phrase “His gospel” must refer
back to the subject of the last two lines of stanza
3, namely God the Father. Stanza 3 ends by extolling his love that devised the plan of salvation and
hence it is his gospel that was to be proclaimed to
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“the lost.” With the omission of stanzas 2 and 3,
as occurred from 1871 onwards, the possessive
pronoun of “His gospel” now refers back to the
subject of the final line of stanza 1, namely, Jesus.
Dropping stanzas 2 and 3 may then be understood
to have been done for stylistic reasons to make the
connection closer between stanza 1 that finishes
with Jesus bleeding for the world and stanza 4 that
opens with the gospel of his saving blood being
proclaimed to a lost world. In this way, the entire
hymn becomes tightly Christocentric.
The imperatival use of “let” in the third line of
stanza 4—“Let light upon the darkness break”—
recalls similar terminology in the Genesis account
of creation—“Let there be light,” for example, in
Gen 1:3.94 And just as the divine fiat in Genesis
1 brings to pass all that it is designed to accomplish, so likewise with the proclamation of the
luminiferous gospel. But not only is divine power
active in the gospel proclamation, but Christ’s
soldiers (stanza 1) must also be active in seeking to win the lost. They are to go forth “to the
realms of darkness” (stanza 2), or as Manly puts
it in another hymn, “Let the light shine … /The
blessed news to all men take.”95 These two aspects
of evangelism, the sovereignty of God’s grace and
the activity of human proclamation to all and
sundry, are well captured in stanza 5 with Manly’s
skilful use of Ps 126:5-6.96
The need of the church, and her ministers, to
be passionate about evangelism and missions
was a constant refrain in Manly’s thinking. “Any
church that ceases to be evangelistic,” Manly
was convinced, “will soon cease to be evangelical.”97 And in one of his most powerful published
addresses, A Call to the Ministry, which he gave at
the seminary in the year following the Civil War,
Manly declared,
Now we need numbers in the Ministry. The plenteous, perishing harvest wails out a despairing
cry for more laborers. But we need purity more
than numbers; we need intelligence more than
numbers; we need zeal more than numbers.
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Above all, we need consecrated men, men who
have stood beneath the Cross, till their very souls
are dyed with Jesus’ blood, and a love like his for
perishing millions has been kindled within them.
We long for such men, but for such only, as are
willing to endure hardness as good soldiers of
Jesus Christ.98

“Yet more blest employ”
We meet to part, but part to meet,
When earthly labors are complete,
To join in yet more blest employ,
In an eternal world of joy.

The evangelistic activism pervading the other
stanzas is found here as well in this poignant final
stanza.99 Christian meetings, like the many commencements at which this hymn has been sung,
are designed to send people out into ministry, “we
meet to part.” But as Manly envisioned it, such
ministry and gospel labor had a goal, “an eternal
world of joy” where all Christians will meet, never
to part again. Manly’s hymn thus points the singer
to eternity.100 And as such, the hymn reflects the
common perspective of nineteenth-century evangelicalism that life is to be lived sub specie aeternitatis, and it is this orientation that helps establish
what it means to be a Christian.
What, though, is the “yet more blest employ”
in that “eternal world” of which this final stanza
speaks? One possible answer can be found in a
hymn that Manly wrote nearly a quarter of a century later in 1884, “Work, for the day is coming.”101
In the second stanza of this hymn we find Manly
using Psalm 126 in a way that was reminiscent of
“Soldiers of Christ, in truth arrayed”:
What we now sow in sadness,
Then we shall reap in joy;
Hope will be changed to gladness,
Praise be our best employ.102

Is the “blest employ” of “Soldiers of Christ, in
truth arrayed” the same as the “best employ” of

“Work, for the day is coming,” namely, praise and
worship? Quite possibly, for in 1856, four years
before Manly wrote the seminary hymn, he had
confidently stated that the highest goal of human
existence is living for “the glory of God.” Compared to “the grandeur of this lofty aim, all others
become insignificant. In the radiance from this
luminous pinnacle, all other lights are comprehended and lost.”103
Conclusion
Given the easily accessible biographical studies of James Petigru Boyce and John Broadus, it
is understandable that these two founders of The
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary have been
particularly remembered by the seminary over the
years. This article has shown, though, that Basil
Manly Jr., through the seminary’s confession of
faith and through the seminary hymn, has also
played a key role in shaping the school’s identity.
As we celebrate the sesquicentennial of the seminary’s existence, we give thanks to God for Basil
Manly Jr., who gave his strength and energy that
this school might flourish to the praise of God. Abi
Viator, et pia sequere vestigia.
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